
THINGS TO KNOW FOR EXAM #2

Chapter 6: Estimates and Sample Sizes with One Sample

� Meaning of a confidence interval.

� How to compute a confidence interval for a population proportion.

� How to compute sample size for a population proportion.

� How to compute confidence interval for mean, variance known.

� How to compute sample size for mean, sample, variance known.

� How to compute confidence interval for mean, variance unknown.

� How to compute confidence interval for variance for a normal random sample.

Chapter 7: Hypothesis Testing with One Sample

� Know definitions of critical region, significance level, Type I Error, Type II
error.

� One Sample Tests on Population Proportion.

� One Sample Tests on Mean (variance known).

� One Sample Tests on Mean (variance unknown).

� One Sample Tests on Variance (normal random samples).

Chapter 8: Inferences from Two Samples

� Two Sample Tests on Population Proportion.

� Confidence intervals for difference in two proportions.

� Two Sample Tests on Mean (variance unknown and not equal).
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� Confidence intervals for difference of means (variance unknown and not equal).

� Two Sample Tests on Means (unknown variances equal).

� Confidence intervals for difference of means (unknown variances equal)

� Two Sample Tests on difference in means for Matched Pairs.

� Confidence intervals for difference in means for Matched Pairs.

� Confidence intervals for Odds Ratio.

� Two Sample Tests for equal variances (normal random variables)

Chapter 9: Correlation and Regression

� Known what a scatterplot is.

� Know linear correlation coefficent.

� Test for correlation.

� Know how to get predicted value and regression line.

� Know what residuals are and what a residual plot is.

� Know what total variation, explained variation and unexplained variation are.

� Know how to compute coefficient of determination.

� Prediction Interval for y given x0.

� Know what multiple regression is and what the multiple coefficent of determi-
nation is.

� Know what the adjusted coefficent of determination is and how to compute it.

Chapter 10: Multinomial Experiments and Contingency Tables

� Goodness–of–Fit Test (know how to do this).
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� Know what a Contingency Table is.

� Test of Independence (know how to do this).

� Know about Fisher Exact Test (won’t have to do one).

� McNemar’s Test (know how to do this).

Chapter 11: Analysis of Variance

� For One–Way ANOVA know Sum of Squares (total, treatment and error).

� For One–Way ANOVA know Mean Squares (total, treatment and error).

� Know the test for all the means are equal for an One–Way ANOVA.

� Know how to read and interpret an One–Way ANOVA table.

� Know how to read and interpret a Two–Way ANOVA table.

Chapter 12: Nonparametric Statistics

� Sign Test for the Median of Ordinal Data – Know how to do.

� Wilcoxon Signed–Ranks Test for Matched Pairs – Know how to do.

� Wolcoxon Rank–Sum Test for Two Independent Samples – Know how to do.

� Kruskal–Wallis Test for Multiple Independent Samples– Know how to do.

� Spearman Rank Correlation Test for Bivariate Data – Know how to do.

ADVICE

� Review homework problems, class notes and examples worked out in class.

� Feel free to visit me during office hours.
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